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(57) ABSTRACT 

A transducer operated as poWer generating device is driven 
at a low frequency and collects energy at the loW frequency 
rate. The collected energy is extracted at a much higher 
frequency. Extracting the energy at a higher frequency 
enables the use of components, such as inductors, having 
reasonable values and siZes. In one embodiment, a poWer 
extracting circuit Which includes elements designed to reso 
nate With the transducer at a higher frequency than the 
frequency at Which the transducer is being driven is peri 
odically switched in circuit With the transducer. Thus, the 
electric poWer generator device operated and controlled by 
a sloWly changing source of energy (e.g., ocean Waves, 
Wind, eddies of Water) may develop energy at one frequency 
and may be operated to transfer the energy at another 
frequency. The resonating circuit is switched into circuit 
With the transducer on the positive and negative peaks of the 
force driving the transducer for a time approximately equal 
to Tc, Where Tc is equal to approximately 1/zfo, Where fo is 
the resonant frequency of the circuit With the sWitch closed. 
In another embodiment the load applied to the circuit is 
designed to have an optimum value to optimize the poWer 
transfer. Other embodiments include circuits for reliably and 
accurately detecting the peak(s) of the driving input signals. 
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Figure 1. Prior art. 
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Figure 2. A block diagram of a working switched resonant system. 
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Figure 3A. One embodiment showing the position of the switch within the resonant 
circuit. 
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Figure 38. One embodiment showing the movement of the position of the switch 
within the resonant circuit. 
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Figure 3C_ Still another embodiment showing another possible location of switch S1 
within the resonant circuit series path. 
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components. 
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SWITCHED RESONANT POWER CONVERSION 
ELECTRONICS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to controlling the transfer of 
energy from a poWer generator to a load so as to increase the 
ef?ciency of the transfer. 

[0002] By Way of example, a capacitive electric poWer 
generator may include a piezoelectric device functioning as 
a capacitive pieZoelectric generator (PEG) Which When 
subjected to mechanical stresses and strains produces an 
electrical signal. The electrical signals of one, or more, of 
these pieZoelectric devices may be processed to produce 
electrical poWer Which can be used to operate electrical/ 
electronic devices and/or Which can be part of an electrical 
poWer grid. Systems making use of pieZoelectric devices to 
produce electrical poWer are shoWn, for example, in US. 
Pat. Nos. 5,552,656 and 5,703,474 Which issued Sep. 3, 
1996 and Dec. 30, 1997, respectively, and Which are 
assigned to the assignee of the present application, and 
Whose teachings are incorporated herein by reference. 

[0003] Piezoelectric devices used as electric poWer gen 
erators are characteriZed by an inherent inef?ciency in the 
transformation (“coupling”) of the mechanical strains and 
stress into electrical charge. As a result, only a small portion 
(e.g., approximately 10%) of the mechanical stress/strain 
applied to a pieZoelectric device is available as electrical 
poWer When a constant load is applied to the pieZoelectric 
device. It is therefore desirable to increase the ef?ciency 
With Which the energy generated by a pieZoelectric device is 
transferred to a load to compensate for, and overcome, the 
loW “coupling” factor of the pieZoelectric devices. 

[0004] A knoWn method for increasing the ef?ciency of 
the transfer from the pieZoelectric generator to a load 
includes forming a resonant circuit. This is shoWn, for 
example, in FIG. 1, Which is a highly simpli?ed block 
diagram representation of a prior-art pieZoelectric electric 
poWer generator circuit. The stresses and/or strains applied 
to the pieZoelectric device are provided by sources of energy 
(e.g., ocean Waves, Wind, eddies of Water) Which may vary 
sloWly (e.g., a feW cycles per second). Consequently, the 
pieZoelectric devices may be operated at very loW frequen 
cies and the frequency of the electrical signals produced by 
these pieZoelectric devices is also in the range of a feW 
cycles per second. These loW operating frequencies present 
signi?cant problems to the ef?cient transfer of energy from 
the pieZoelectric device to a load. 

[0005] For example, it is difficult to form inductors and 
transformers of reasonable siZe and at a reasonable cost 
Which can operate at those frequencies. Referring to FIG. 1, 
by Way of example, note that the circuit includes a pieZo 
electric device 22 coupled by an inductor 16 to a load 27. 
The resonant frequency (fo) of the circuit may be expressed 
as fo=1/m(LCp)O'5; Where Cp is the capacitance of the 
pieZoelectric device 22; and L is the inductance of inductor 
16, With the value of L being selected to resonate With the 
capacitance of the pieZoelectric device. [Note: for ease of 
explanation and discussion, the contribution of other capaci 
tances in the circuit have been ignored in the speci?cation 
and claims Which folloW]. The capacitance of Cp may be 
assumed to be in the range of 0.01 to 10 microfarads (10-6 
farads). Assume noW that the frequency of the electric 
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signal, produced by the pieZoelectric device in response to 
the mechanical driving force, is in the range of 2 HZ. Then, 
in order to have a circuit that resonates at 2 HZ, an inductor 
16 having a value in the range of 12,000 Henrys Would be 
needed. An inductor of this value Would be the siZe of a 
small room. In addition, direct electrical resonance is not 
practical because of the expected variability of the frequency 
due to the random nature of ocean Waves. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] Applicants’ invention resides in part in the recog 
nition that While a poWer generating device Which is oper 
ated at a loW frequency captures energy at the loW frequency 
rate, the collected energy may be extracted at a much higher 
frequency. Extracting the energy at a higher frequency 
enables the use of components, such as inductors, having 
reasonable values and siZes compared to the prior art sys 
tems. 

[0007] Applicants’ invention also resides in the recogni 
tion that a poWer extracting circuit can be periodically 
sWitched to be in circuit With a poWer generating device With 
the poWer extracting circuit including elements Which can 
resonate With the poWer generating circuit at a higher 
frequency than, and independent of, the frequency at Which 
the poWer generating device is being operated. Thus, the 
electric poWer generator device operated and controlled by 
a sloWly changing source of energy (e.g., ocean Waves, 
Wind, eddies of Water) may develop energy at one frequency 
and may be operated to transfer the energy at another 
frequency. 
[0008] Applicants’ invention also resides in the recogni 
tion that an inductive load can be periodically sWitched in 
circuit With a capacitive poWer generating circuit for a 
selected period of time to maximiZe the poWer extracted 
from the poWer-generating circuit. 

[0009] Applicants’ invention also resides in the recogni 
tion that Where the capacitive poWer generator produces an 
oscillatory electrical signal that it is preferable to sWitch an 
inductive poWer extracting circuit on the positive and nega 
tive peaks of the oscillatory electrical signal. 
[0010] Applicants’ invention also resides in the recogni 
tion that Where the capacitive poWer generator produces an 
oscillatory electrical signal at a loW ?rst frequency (f1), that 
it is preferable to sWitch into the system an inductive poWer 
extracting circuit designed to resonate With the capacitive 
poWer generator at a resonant frequency (fo), Which is 
substantially greater than f1, on the positive and negative 
peaks of the ?rst oscillatory electrical signal, such that 
poWer Will be extracted in a electrical pulse Which begins at 
sWitch closure and ends When the current reaches Zero in the 
inductor. The time of sWitch closure Tc is equal to approxi 
mately 1/zfo, Where fo is the resonant frequency of the source 
and load circuit. 

[0011] Applicants’ invention also resides in circuits and 
arrangements for reliably and accurately detecting the 
peak(s) of the oscillatory electrical signals. 
[0012] Applicants’ invention also resides in determining 
the preferable load conditions to be applied to the capacitive 
poWer generating circuit. 
[0013] Applicants’ invention also resides in circuitry for 
controlling the turn-on and turn-off of the sWitch selectively 
coupling the inductive poWer extracting circuit to the capaci 
tive poWer generator. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0014] In the accompanying ?gures like reference charac 
ters denote like components; and 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed circuit diagram of a prior art 
system using pieZoelectric devices to generate electric 
poWer; 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system for gener 
ating poWer in accordance With the invention; 

[0017] FIG. 3A is a simpli?ed circuit schematic diagram 
of one embodiment of the invention; 

[0018] FIGS. 3B and 3C are simpli?ed schematic dia 
grams shoWing different embodiments of the invention; 

[0019] FIG. 3D is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a 
circuit embodying the invention using MOSFET sWitches; 

[0020] FIG. 4 is a Waveform diagram illustrating various 
Waveforms associated With the circuit of FIG. 3A; 

[0021] FIG. 5 is a Waveform diagram of signals produced 
in circuits embodying the invention; 

[0022] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram shoWing selected values 
for certain components; 

[0023] FIG. 7 is a Waveform of a steady state voltage 
produced in circuits embodying the invention; 

[0024] FIG. 8 is a Waveform diagram of steady state load 
current pulses produced in circuits embodying the invention; 

[0025] FIG. 9 is a simpli?ed circuit diagram of another 
circuit embodying the invention; 

[0026] FIG. 10 is a simpli?ed circuit diagram shoWing a 
sWitching circuit in accordance With the invention; 

[0027] FIG. 11 is a simpli?ed rectifying circuit for use in 
circuits embodying the invention; 

[0028] FIGS. 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D, 12E, and 12F are 
diagrams illustrating various signal conditions associated 
With peak detection; 

[0029] FIGS. 12G and 12H are diagrams illustrating a 
peak detection scheme embodying the invention; and 

[0030] FIGS. 13, 14, 15 and 16 are diagrams illustrating 
other peak detection schemes embodying the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0031] FIG. 2 includes a pieZoelectric device 22, also 
referred to herein as PEG1, Which may be placed in an 
environment Where it is subject to mechanical stress. For 
purpose of illustration, assume that PEG1 is placed in an 
environment (e.g., an ocean, a river, a Windmill) such that 
PEG1 is stressed and/or strained and produces an electrical 
signal Whose amplitude and frequency varies as a function 
of the amplitude and frequency of the driving mechanical 
force (e.g., an ocean Wave). PEG1 functions to collect 
energy imparted to it from the environment in Which it is 
placed. PEG1 then supplies its collected energy to the 
system to Which it is connected. In this example, it is 
assumed that PEG1 produces an oscillating voltage due to an 
oscillating mechanical force applied to it. 
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[0032] The pieZoelectric device 22 is selectively coupled 
via a “smart” sWitch 24 to one end of an inductive circuit 26 
Whose other end is connected to load 27. SWitch 24 is 
referred to as a “smart” sWitch because its turn-on (closure) 
and the length of time it is turned-on is carefully controlled. 
Smart sWitch 24 may include a sWitch S1 Which may be an 
electronic sWitch or a relay contact or any like device 
providing a very loW impedance connection for one signal 
condition (sWitch closure) and a very high impedance for 
another signal condition (sWitch open). The turn on and 
turn-off of smart sWitch 24 is controlled by a netWork 34 as 
further detailed beloW. 

[0033] The inductive circuit 26 may include an inductor 
having an inductance, L. The value of the inductor is 
selected such that, When sWitch S1 is closed, the inductor 26 
resonates With the capacitance Cp of pieZoelectric device 22. 
In FIG. 2, the output side of inductor 26 is connected to a 
load 27 Which includes a recti?cation circuit 28 Whose 
output is connected to a storage capacitor 29 Which is 
coupled to a DC/DC converter 30 Which charges a battery 35 
and regulates the charging of the battery. 

[0034] Referring to FIG. 3A, Which is a simpli?ed equiva 
lent circuit of the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 2, note that the 
pieZoelectric device (PEG) may be represented by a voltage 
source, Ep, connected in series With a capacitor Cp betWeen 
terminals 31 and 33 and a resistor Rp connected betWeen 
terminals 31 and 33 so as to shunt the voltage source Ep in 
series With Cp. Resistor Rp represents an equivalent dielec 
tric loss resistance of the pieZoelectric material (PVDF) 
combined With an effective loss resulting from the phase 
difference betWeen the strain and the voltage Within a 
pieZoelectric element under an oscillating mechanical force. 
Typically, the ohmic value of Rp is in the range of several 
megohms. In one embodiment capacitor Cp Was determined 
to have a value of 0.45 microfarads. The PEG also includes 
an electrode resistance (Relectrode) shoWn connected 
betWeen nodes 30 and 31. Voltage source Ep produces a 
voltage Whose amplitude and frequency is a function of the 
amplitude and frequency of the mechanical driving force 
stressing it. The amplitude of Ep may vary over a Wide range 
(e.g., 0 to 500 volts) and its frequency may typically vary 
over a range extending from 0 b2 to several cycles per 
second. 

[0035] One aspect of Applicants’ invention is directed to 
extracting the poWer collected in the pieZoelectric generator 
by selectively connecting an inductive element 26 in circuit 
With the electric poWer generator causing the transfer of 
energy from Cp into the inductive element and load at a 
resonant frequency Which is primarily determined by the 
capacitance of Cp and the inductance (L) of the inductive 
element (L1 or 26). The value L of the inductive element 26 
is selected such that the resonant frequency (fo) due to Cp 
and the inductive element 26 is signi?cantly greater than the 
maximum “input” frequency (f1) of mechanical input force 
or that of the electrical signal produced by PEG1 in response 
to being stressed and/or strained. 

[0036] In one embodiment, assuming a driving frequency 
of 2 HZ and a Cp of 0.45 microfarad, the resonant frequency 
Was selected to be about 70 HZ, for Which an inductor 26 
having a value of approximately 11.6 Henrys Was used to 
selectively connect PEG1 to the load 27. For the particular 
embodiment, the value of the series Winding resistance (RW) 
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of inductor L1 Was 65 ohms and the electrode resistance 
(Relectrode) of PEG1 Was 100 ohms, Whereby the “loop” 
series resistance (Rs) Which represents the sum of RW and 
Relectrode Was 165 ohms. 

[0037] In FIG. 3A the load 27 is represented by a resistor. 
HoWever, it should be understood that, as shoWn in FIG. 2, 
the load 27 may be a complex load (including various 
resistive netWorks and/or inductive and/or capacitive ele 
ments). The load 27 as shoWn in FIG. 2 may also includie 
a bridge recti?er, 28, to convert the positive and negative 
poWer pulses generated by the circuit into a unidirectional 
poWer source, a temporary storage capacitor 29, a battery 35 
to store the charge, and a DC/DC converter 30 to transfer the 
charge from the temporary storage capacitor 29 to battery 35 
at the required voltage for charging the battery and storing 
the accumulated charge. 

[0038] An important aspect of the invention is that: (a) the 
circuit formed during the closure of sWitch S1 has a resonant 
frequency (fo) primarily determined by the source capaci 
tance Cp and the inductance of inductor 26 including any 
other series inductance along the loop [HoWever, for ease of 
discussion, inductances other than that of inductor 26 have 
been neglected.]; (b) fo is made to be signi?cantly larger 
than f1, Where fl is the frequency of the input or driving 
signal (Ep) generated by PEGl; (c) the sWitch S1 is closed 
at the peak (positive and negative) of the input signal (Ep); 
and (d) sWitch S1 is closed for a period of time (Tc) 
approximately equal to one half of a cycle of the resonant 
frequency fo, during Which time a pulse of charge moves 
from the source PEGl to the load. The sWitch S1 is closed 
for a period Which is long enough to alloW current to How 
through the inductor until the current reaches Zero. SWitch 
S1 is then opened. 

[0039] The opening and closing of sWitch S1 may be 
accomplished in several Ways, as discussed beloW. One Way 
is With a self-commutating (“self-quenching”) sWitch Which 
is turned-on When triggered and Which turns itself off When 
the current reaches Zero. Another Way is to actively control 
the turn-on and turn-ff of sWitch S1. 

[0040] The operation of the circuit of FIG. 3A may be 
better explained With reference to the Waveform diagrams 
shoWn in FIG. 4 and Waveform A of FIG. 5 and assuming 
that: (a) the electrical signal generated by the PEG is a 
sinusoidal signal, (b) When Ep reaches a peak (negative or 
positive) at time t1, t3, t5, etc. . . . , the sWitch S1 is triggered 

closed (i.e., turned-on). (c) When the current ?oWing 
through sWitch S1 reaches Zero, or approximately Zero, the 
sWitch is opened until the next peak/trough of the input 
signal. For ease of illustration, assume also that the driving 
frequency is 2 HZ and the resonant frequency is 70 HZ, 
Whereby the period (Tc) is approximately 7 milliseconds. 
Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5 the operation of the circuit for 
turning on S1 at the positive and negative peaks of the input 
signal Ep may be described as folloWs: 

[0041] 1- circuit operation from time t0 to time t1: 
sWitch S1 is open and as Ep increases from 0 volts 
to a peak of E1, the voltage (Vx) at plate X of Cp also 
increases to a value of E1. 

[0042] 2- circuit operation from time t1 to t11: When 
sWitch S1 is closed at time t1, Vx goes from a value 
of E1 to a value of approximately (—)E1. That is, 
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folloWing the sWitch closure the resonant circuit 
(capacitor Cp and inductor L26) causes a reversal of 
the voltage at plate X of capacitor Cp during the ?rst 
one-half cycle of the resonant circuit. Note that it is 
during this period that poWer is extracted from the 
PEG and transferred to the load circuit. The sWitch 
S1 remains closed as long as current passes through 
it. When the current through the sWitch S1 reaches 
Zero, or approximately Zero, sWitch S1 opens (or is 
actively opened) at time t11. 

[0043] 3- Circuit operation from time t11 to time t3: 
at time tll, With Vx near (—)E1, sWitch S1 opens. 
Then, after Ep goes from E1 to approximately (—)E1, 
from time t11 to time t3 the voltage on Vx folloWs 
that of Ep, and thus Vx goes from (—)E1 at time t11 
to (—)3(E1) at time t3. 

[0044] 4- Circuit operation from time t3 to time t31: 
At time t3 With Ep at (—)E1 and Vx at (—)3(E1), 
sWitch S1 is closed at time t3, forming the series 
resonant circuit Which includes Cp and L26. The 
resonant circuit causes a reversal in the polarity of 
the voltage at plate X of Cp With the voltage Vx 
going from (—)3E1 to nearly +3E1. From time t3 to 
time t31, the charge is pushed through the load. At 
time t31, after a pulse of charge has moved through 
the sWitch and the current in the sWitch returns to 
Zero, sWitch S1 opens or is opened. As before, it is 
during the time period of t3 to t31 that poWer is 
extracted form the PEG and transferred to the load 
circuit. 

[0045] 5- Circuit operation from time t31 until time 
t5: as Ep goes from —E1 at time t31 to +E1 at time 
t5, Vx folloWs from a value of +3E1 to a value of 
+5E1. 

[0046] 6- The operation described above is repeated 
at each positive peak and trough (valley or negative 
peak) of the input signal. HoWever, instead of build 
ing inde?nitely, the voltage of Vx approaches a 
steady-state value, When electrical losses in the reso 
nant system, including poWer lost in the load, pre 
vent the voltage of Vx from reversing itself com 
pletely. Consequently, the amplitude of the signal at 
Vx reaches a quiescent value as shoWn in FIGS. 4, 
5, 7 and 8. When the system reaches the steady state, 
the poWer extracted in the form of resonant pulses 
matches the poWer supplied by the input poWer 
source, PEG1. When the resonant circuit is not 
overdamped and the voltage at Vx is alloWed to build 
up, then the magnitude of the steady state voltage at 
Vx Will be comparatively large compared to that of 
Ep. 

[0047] 7- In circuits embodying the invention, the 
poWer extraction occurs for a time Tc; Where Tc is 
equal to 1/zfo, and Where fo is the resonant frequency 
of the series loop With the sWitch closed. For the 
simpli?ed circuit shoWing PEG1 in series With a 
sWitch an inductive element and a load: fo, is 
approximately equal to 1/zJ'c(LCp)O'5 and the sWitch is 
closed for a period of time Which is approximately 
equal to Tc=rc(LCp)0'5. 

[0048] 8- Referring to the Waveform for Vload in 
FIG. 5, note that the current pulses through the 
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resistive element result in pulses for a time period Tc 
following each peak (e.g., at times t1, t3 and t5) of 
the input sinusoidal Wave. For each pulse, the current 
rises from Zero increases to its maximum value and 
then returns to Zero a time Tc after each sWitch 
closure corresponding to a peak. 

[0049] There is a trade-off betWeen voltage build-up and 
poWer extraction, as there is in any resonant system. Con 
sequently, there is an optimum load for transferring the 
maximum poWer using this method. An approximation of 
this optimum and maximum can be derived mathematically 
or computed empirically. 

[0050] Theory of Operation 

[0051] [Note that certain reasonable and realistic approxi 
mations have been made in the mathematical analysis 
beloW] 
[0052] Circuit operation is best described by referring to 
the schematic shoWn in FIG. 6. In FIG. 6, RP represents an 
equivalent dielectric loss resistance of the PVDF and RS a 
series loss term equal to the combined effect of coil Winding 
resistance and the electrode resistance of the pieZoelectric 
element. Thus, RS=RW+Re1ectmde. In one embodiment, the 
424 volt rms voltage source and 0.45 pF capacitance cor 
respond to 1 electroded pieZoelectric ?lm being strained at 
11%. The parallel loss resistance RP of 10 M9 is based on 
a tan 6 of z2%. In the embodiment of FIG. 6 the inductor 
Was selected to have a value of 11.6 H and had a Winding 
resistance of 65 Q. The Relectrode Was assumed to equal 100 
ohms, Whereby Rs Was equal to 165 Q. As discussed beloW 
a value of RL equal to 345 Q Was selected, since for the 
circuit of FIG. 6 a value of RL=345 ohms is the optimum for 
maximum poWer transfer With the parameters shoWn. 

[0053] For purpose of illustration, assume Ep to provide a 
sinusoidal input to the pieZoelectric element With an input 
frequency fIN=2 HZ, and further assume that intelligent 
sWitch S1 closes at the positive and negative peaks of the 
input signal Ep. The sWitch opens or is opened When the 
current passing through the inductor is equal to Zero or 
approximately equal to Zero. In the case Where the imped 
ance of the source is much greater than the impedance of the 
load, a quasi-sinusoidal current pulse, With a duration of one 
half cycle of the resonant period of the L-Cp netWork, moves 
through the inductor to the load. The sWitch closure time 
may then be approximated as Tc=J'c(LCp)O'5 Which in this 
embodiment Would be 7.18 msecs. 

[0054] Given an initial value VN across Cp, the voltage 
during the closure interval is 

[0056] During this same interval, the current through the 
inductor L and the load RL is 

[0057] At t=Tc, the sWitch S opens With vc(Tc)=—Vi 
exp(—rc/(2QL))=—aVi (azl) and iL(Tc)=0. 

[0058] With a de?ned as 
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[0059] After the sWitch is opened, the sWitch remains open 
until the next peak (a negative peak) occurs. During this 
period, Vc Will continue to charge (more negatively) due to 
the charge produced by the pieZo element under the applied 
strain. The Waveform here is 

[0060] Where 'C=RP CP represents the dielectric loss time 
constant of the pieZo and VP is the peak open circuit voltage. 

[0061] At the next peak, S closes for the same period Tc 
and produces the same behavior except that (Vi)+ is noW a 
much higher value. Just prior to this next sWitch closure at 

t=1/(2fIN), uuINt=rc, Vc reaches a value VN+1 Which is 

[0063] This process repeats every half cycle (With a sign 
change) until steady state is reached When the energy added 
by the pieZo device is offset by the energy transferred to the 
load RL plus losses in the electrodes, inductor, and PVDF 
dielectric. Using Eqn. (5) recursively predicts the build up in 
voltage as a function of the number of half cycles of the 
input. It can be shoWn that the build up time constant is 
approximately QL cycles. The steady state voltage is the 
parameter of interest as it determines the steady state poWer 
transferred to the load. This is obtained by setting VN+1=— 
VN in Eqn. (5) Which yields 

[0064] This peak voltage Will produce a half sine Wave 
current pulse into the load having Width Tc and peak 
amplitude 

[0065] Finally, the average poWer output is obtained from 
Eqn. (7) as 

[0066] The high-voltage build up across the reactive ele 
ments proportional to Q is typical of a resonant circuit. The 
signi?cant aspect of this pulsed approach is that the resonant 
frequency and input frequency are independent so that 
realistic component values are possible, despite very loW 
input frequencies. ShoWn in FIGS. 7 and 8 are the steady 
state voltage and load current Waveforms produced by a 
computeriZed softWare circuit program (SPICE) simulation 
of the circuit of FIG. 6. 

[0067] 3. Optimum PoWer Transfer 

[0068] There is an optimum value for RL Which maximiZes 
poWer output. This can be seen by manipulation of the 
equations 6-8. First, recogniZe that the parameters a and b as 
de?ned previously are both ml for large QL and Qc (>5). 
Thus, Eq. (6) can be approximated by 
















